Genetic mosaic analysis of the equatorial-less mutation in Drosophila melanogaster.
eql (equatorial-less) is a recessive lethal mutation on the second chromosome of Drosophila melanogaster. J. Campos-Ortega found that eql clones in somatic mosaic flies have reduced numbers of photoreceptor cells, and he suggested that only the R1, R6, and R7 photoreceptor cells were missing in this mutant. These photoreceptor cells help to define the inverted orientation of ommatidial facets along the equatorial midline of the fly eye, hence the mutation was named "equatorial-less." We have conducted a detailed analysis of the eql mutation, by serial section reconstruction of eql clones marked with bw- or w- in somatic mosaic flies. We found that all photoreceptor cell types (R1-R8) could be deleted by the eql mutation, and in rare cases the number of photoreceptor cells was increased. The apparent lack of photoreceptor cell type specificity was confirmed by our analysis of genetically mosaic facets, which indicated that no single photoreceptor cell, or subset of photoreceptor cells, was uniquely required to express eql+. Rather, eql appears to function in all photoreceptor cells, and possibly in all eye precursor cells. The distribution of photoreceptor cell numbers in w eql facets was consistent with the hypothesis that each photoreceptor cell was deleted independently of the others. The eql gene is located on the right arm of chromosome 2 at map location 2-104.5 +/- 0.7 and lies between the polytene chromosome bands 59D8 and 60A7.